EMORY 9, LINFIELD 0

DOUBLES
1. -- Goodwin/Masuoka (EU) def. Gabrielsen/Anderson (LC), 8-1
2. -- Ehlers/Jordan (EU) def. McGrath/Roberts (LC) 8-5
3. -- Kaufman/Friedman (EU) def. Ruess/Shelton (LC) 8-5

SINGLES
1. -- Michael Goodwin (EU) def. Ian McGrath (LC) 6-1, 6-0
2. -- Yoji Masuoka (EU) def. Kyle Anderson (LC) 6-0, 6-2
3. -- Michael Kaufman (EU) def. Jon Roberts (LC) 6-4, 6-2
4. -- Hardy Ehlers (EU) def. Nick Ruess (LC) 6-0, 6-1
5. -- Mark Boren (EU) def. Wes Gabrielsen (LC) 6-3, 6-0
6. -- Chris Jordan (EU) def. Cole Shelton (LC) 6-1, 6-0